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In the last experimental campaign, nine gyrotrons (two 82.7GHz/0.5MW/2sec, two

84GHz/0.8MW/3sec, one 84GHz/0.2MW/CW and four 168GHz/0.5MW /1sec) were well
operated and over 2MW power could be injected into LHD. The transmission lines consist of

two evacuated corrugated waveguide systems of a 31.75mm inner diameter and six non-

evacuated ones of an 88.9mm diameter. One narrow waveguide line was used for both pulse

and CW power transmission of 84GHz and was enforced the evacuation and cooling.

Several kinds of ECH experiments were performed by using these flexible ECH

systems.
(1) Analyses of ECH power deposition and electron heat transport were experimentally

performed by the modulated ECH (MECH) method. The heat transport property in high

electron temperature plasmas with an internal transport barrier was investigated with respect

to the existence of lower order rational surfaces and islands. Electron Bernstein Wave (EBW)

heating was tried for the first time in LHD by the fundamental X-mode injection from the

high field side. The wave absorption position and profile were discussed on the basis of the
Fourier analysis of the modulated temperature response.

(2) Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) experiments were performed by the fundamental

O-mode and the second X-mode injection into the ICRF sustained plasmas and ECR plasmas

in order to minimize the initial plasma current (Bootstrap and NBI beam driven currents) of

the target plasmas. The current of 5kA was driven by obliquely injected ECH pulse

(84GHz/0.4MW/0.8s) in the ICRF sustained plasma. The direction of the driven toroidal
current obviously depended on N// of injected EC waves in the ECR target plasma case.

(3) The 84GHz CW gyrotron and improved transmission system enabled to achieve over 1

hour plasma sustainment. The plasma with 1.5keV electron temperature and 1.5_1018 m-3 line-

averaged electron density was successfully sustained for 65min by the injection of 110kW

power and the control of gas puff. The discharge was manually terminated and there is no

limitation in the discharge period except the temperature increase of non-cooled waveguide
horn antenna so far.

For further high-power and reliable system, power up of a gyrotron and evacuation

of the transmission line are proceeded and evaluation works are also in progress, such as

direct measurement of the injected power and the actual focusing position and beam size from

the antennas in the vacuum vessel.


